**Education is everybody's business.**

When asked about her feelings on the issue, she said: "It can be a difficult thing to address because everyone has a different perspective and experience. It's important to listen and understand the circumstances of these people."

She explained that her major is Mathematics, a subject that requires not just critical thinking but also problem-solving skills. "I believe that mathematics can be applied in various fields, such as business, science, and technology," she said. "It's important to teach students how to think logically and solve problems.
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**International Fair Leaves Some Students Wanting More**

By Suneet Sahdev

C S T E B East Bay hosted its International Fair on Jan. 13, from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the New University Center.

For many attendees, the fair was a first-time experience. "It was held in the times most needed for students and some could find no signs at all of making the location of the fair known," said Metwally. "We are looking for companies that are interested in helping people in need."
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**Chinese New Year: Celebrating the Year of the Rat**

By Sar-Chik Wang

The Chinese New Year, also known as the Year of the Rat, is celebrated in China and throughout the Chinese community. It is a time of new beginnings and renewal, and it is a time of family gatherings and traditions. The Chinese New Year begins today in the United States.
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**Dancers Score a Major Hit With “Go!” Concert**

By Miyuki Nakajima

The Chinese New Year starts on the new moon, usually at the end of January or February. It is the tradition to celebrate New Year by performing a piece that opens the concert. "It is the Chinese New Year, and we are performing a piece that opens the concert," said Metwally. "We are looking for companies that are interested in helping people in need.
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**The Breckenridge dance concert at Cal State East Bay this weekend was a smash hit**

By Hana Nakajima
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